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It has been awesome to deliver these wonderful Camper
Hampers to you all – we really hope you have enjoyed
receiving them! We need to send a big thank you to our
friends at the Lyone Foundation and Complete Office
Supplies who have been very generous and made it all
possible.  

Happy holidays, 

Bonnie & Dan at Eddie Rice Camps Headquarters

You’ll also notice a very special present as part of
your Camper hamper – inside there is something that has
been made especially for you by our amazing leaders. These
gifts are truly one of a kind – just like you!

We’d love you to get involved in our colouring in competition
on pages 11-14. Entering the competition for prizes is easy
too! Using your new textas and anything else you like, simply
decorate one (or all) of these pages, or you could also write
something – a poem or a story – anything you feel like! Then,
write your name and age in the space provided, put it in the
stamped envelope provided and post it back to Camps
Headquarters. Get your entries in by Friday 7th August and
we’ll announce the winners the following week.

Welcome to the 3rd Edition of the Eddie Gazetti – our
biggest yet! Here at ERCNSW headquarters we are missing
camp big time, but we’ve been working hard behind the
scenes to bring a taste of camp home to you.

This is edition is jam-packed! Inside you’ll find a bunch of
ideas for things to do these holidays, and in your Camper
Hampers you’ll find all the equipment you need to do them.
We tried to pick activities that will remind you of the fun
times and good memories at camp, knowing that this
difficult time will pass and we’ll be back to camp before you
know it!

HELLO EDDIE RICERS!

Bek, Kelly and Tom tie-
dyeing hoodies!

Drying

Jake dyeing a new shirt!
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in the
sun!



HOLIDAYS
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3. An awesome camps game with chairs 

and lots of singing and dancing!

5. Our super fun Programs Officer

6. Where we go when it's warm to swim 

in the ocean and play in the sand

9. "B_____ works with Dan in the office"

10. The vehicle we use to drive new 

places and sing fun songs

1. "I made so many _____ at camp!"

2. What we always have on camp

4. The namesake of our camps

7. Every volunteer's favourite place in 

the whole world

8. "Th___s was the best ever camp 

donkey, he was so sweet" 

BY RUBY

Across Down
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3.

JUGGLING
Using your 3 new Eddie Rice Camp balls (ERC) you can start to learn how to juggle!
The first thing to do is practice with one ball. Once you’re comfortable with that, pick
up the next ball and practice throwing one from your right hand up to your left hand
and the other from left to right (going across your body – all at the same time). If
you’re left handed, do this step the other way around.  Once you’re comfortable with
that, add the other ball in and see if you can keep up!

ACROSTIC POEMS
Your favourite volunteers made an acrostic poem from your name and used each
letter of your name to find another word that describes you (this is called an
adjective). Use your new scrap book (in your bag) to write an acrostic Poem about
Camp. Write out the word camp vertically (down the page instead of across) and
choose words that start with C A M P that describe camp and how it makes you feel.
Once you’re done you could write another acrostic poem about the leader who wrote
yours or something for someone else. Then pop it in the envelope and send it back to
headquarters with your other wonderful holiday creations!

CREATIVITY COMPETITION
Using your new textas and any other supplies you have at home, you can enter

our creativity competition – woohoo! You can colour in the stencils on pages 11-
14 of this magazine, or using the scrap book in your bags write a poem or a short

story, draw a picture or tell us about your favourite camp memory. 

Once you’re finished, put your name and age on your entry and use the envelope
to send it back to us here at Camp Headquarters. We’ll be giving prizes for the

most creative entries – 3 prizes in total – $25 gift vouchers. You gotta be in it to
win it, so be sure to send in your entries by the end of July! 

WEDNESDAY
FINGER KNITTING
You'll have two different colours to make a friendship bracelet,
and you can follow these easy steps below to make your own!

Step 1: Knot a loose loop around the index finger of the hand you
don't write with, like your left if you're right-handed. The short bit
of string should hang down toward the inside of your hand, with
the other longer length towards the back.
Step 2: Wrap the longer one over your finger in front of the loop.
Step 3: Pull the back loop toward the tip of your finger, over the
length you just wrapped over finger in step 2. 
This is your first stitch. 
Step 4: Repeat steps 2 and 3.
Step 5: Keep repating until you're done, with the stiches looking
like this picture after multiple times. 

MONDAY

TUESDAY

1.

2.

4.

5.
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FRIDAY

Toilet paper rolls, or paper towel roll cut in 1/2
Tape
String or ribbon
Some type of festive paper (wrapping paper, etc)

CHRISTMAS IN JULY: CHRISTMAS CRACKER CRAFT 
What you'll need: 

Start by writing a funny joke or a special message to your friend or family
member on a small bit of paper like a post-it note. Place the paper inside
the toilet roll. You can also put some little gift inside there too, like a
decoration, ornament, a sticker or an eraser. Wrap the wrapping/festive
paper around the toilet paper roll, then cut about 7-10 centimetres of
extra paper on each end of the toilet paper roll. Tape the paper in the
middle, then tie a piece of decorative ribbon or string around each end of
the cracker. Then you're done!

THURSDAY
SKIPPING HOME WORKOUT
So you got a skipping rope in your care package, but can't work out what you want to do? 
Thursday will be all about getting strong, and having fun too! 
The best part about it is you can be outdoors, but you don't need a lot of space.

Double-leg jumps: 5 minutes
To start, try to jump with both legs in a hop. If you
can keep this up, try to do it for 5 minutes! It'll help
so many different muscles too. A good tip: Keep
shoulder blades down and back, chest lifted, and try
to land softly. Swing the rope with your wrists, not
arms.

Plank: 45 seconds
Have you ever tried to do a plank before like the one on the left? They're
really good for helping you stay strong and be stable by helping out your

'core' muscles. To do it, bring your elbows directly under shoulders,
nose directly over thumbs and feet shoulder-width apart. Keep your

bum level and make sure your legs feel engaged the entire time. Take
deep breaths and aim for 45 seconds.

Single-leg to Double-leg jumps: 4 minutes
This is an awesome change-up! To start, jump continuously on one leg for 30
seconds. Make sure you keep the leg that isn't jumping lifted in front. Then
you can switch to your other leg for 30 seconds. Repeat this sequence one
more time. To finish up, go back to your double-leg jump/hop and try to do
this for another two minutes! Remember if it's too hard, take a break and
have a breather, drink some water, then try again when comfortable :)



2 cups elbow pasta or macaroni
1/2 cup pumpkin
1/2 cup grated carrot
2 tablespoons self-raising flour
1/4 cup milk
1 teaspoon Dijon mustard
3 eggs
125g can corn kernels, drained and rinsed
2 cups grated cheddar cheese
2 tablespoons parmesan cheese

Ingredients 

(Makes 12)

Mac & Cheese Muffins

Boil macaroni for 10 minutes or until al dente, then
drain.
Meanwhile, place pumpkin, carrot and water in a
microwave safe steamer/container and steam on
high for 3 minutes. Stand for 2 minutes before
lightly mashing with a fork.
Whisk flour, milk, mustard and eggs together in a
large bowl, then mix in cheddar cheese, corn,
mashed vegetables and macaroni until combined.
Spoon mixture into muffin pans – lined with paper
cases – and sprinkle with parmesan.
Bake at 180°C for 20-25 minutes or until the muffins
are golden brown.

Method 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Banana Pancakes

1 small banana
1 egg
2 tablespoons self-raising flour

Ingredients 

(Makes 4 pancakes)

Mash banana in a medium bowl until smooth.
Whisk in flour, then egg until smooth. 
Lightly spray a medium non-stick fry pan with oil.
Heat over a medium heat. Spoon 2 tablespoons of
the batter into the pan and spread out with a
spoon until 1cm thick
Cool for 1-2 minutes or until golden. turn and
cook for a further 1-2 minutes or until golden.

Method 

1.
2.
3.

4.
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Morgan's At-Home Recipes
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A classic Sudoku game involves a grid of 81
squares, like the ones here. The grid is divided 
into nine blocks, each containing nine squares. 

The rules of the game are simple: each of the nine
blocks has to contain all the numbers from 1-9
within its squares. Each number can only appear
once in a row, column or box. 

This makes it difficult to solve, because it means
every puzzle can only have one correct solution!

What is Sudoku?



We love our balloon here at Eddie Rice Camps, but sometimes we want
to know it would look like with different colours: Would it look cool in

blue? Awesome in green? What if there was more yellow? Could you do
the whole balloon in rainbow?

One thing we definitely know is how fun it can be to change things up
every now and then. We were thinking about the most creative people

we knew, but we didn't have to think too long – 

We realised it's you!!!

Then we knew we had to run a colouring-in competition. Not just for the
balloon, but for some Australian animals, and for Complete Office

Supplies for all their help too.

So grab some pencils, textas, crayons, or anything you can find, then
turn over the pages and start designing! 
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COLOURING-IN
COMPETITION

Send a picture of your designs to:

Edmund Rice Camps NSW, PO Box 154, Balmain NSW 2041
dcomensoli@edmundrice.org

0439 900 832










